
MORE POWER. MORE EFFICIENCY



ABOUT THE COMPANY

Storm Group was established in 1991 to manufacture di�erent kinds of balancing equipment.

We have over 500 dealers and  distributors in Eastern European countries, Middle Asia, Turkey and
USA. Our Company provides our customer with the best quality products, prices and warranty
policies in industry.

Our wheel balancers major advantages are the following: operational speed, reliability, quality and
competitive price.   



Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Pneumatic clamping of a wheel (last generation). 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line (8-2P)/point (8-2PI). 
Sending for e-mail (8-2PI) various information about operation 
of the machine and results of diagnostics of wheels.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
SPLIT weight mode.
Motocycle mode.
Reliable imported gas springs «MT», Germany.

PROXY 8-2P/8-2PI PREMIUM

Superautomatic stand  of  vibration  control  and balancer. 
Up to 180 balanced wheels per hour.

LED �ash lights

control of vibration 
with a diagram of results

width sonar sensor

3D rim
installation 

closely to a wall

multifunction pedal

automatic 
choosing a program

increased distance
body-wheel

protective cover



PROXY 8-3 PREMIUM

Superautomatic stand  of  vibration  control  and balancer. 
Up to 160 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
Motocycle mode.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Visual check of disks runout.
Reliable imported gas springs «MT», Germany.
Top speed of full cycle measurement.

LED �ash lights

control of vibration 
with a diagram of results

width sonar sensor

3D rim installation 
closely to a wall

multifunction pedal

automatic 
choosing a program

increased distance
body-wheel

automatic 
tighting of a nut

protective cover

SPLIT weight
mode



PROXY 7-2 PREMIUM

Superautomatic stand  of  vibration  control  and balancer. 
Up to 160 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
Motocycle mode.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Visual check of disks runout.
SPLIT weight mode.

LED �ash lights

control of vibration 
with a diagram of results

width sonar sensor

3D rim

installation 
closely to a wall

multifunction pedal

automatic 
choosing a program

increased distance
body-wheel

automatic 
tighting of a nut

protective cover



PLAZA 4/4S BUSINESS

Automatic stand  of  vibration  control  and balancer. 
Up to 120 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic program selection and direct parameter entry.
Automatic tighting of a nut.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Motocycle mode.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
Electromagnetic brake. 

width sonar sensor
(Plaza 4S only)

multifunction pedal

3D rim

LED �ash lights

visual check of 
disks runout

double protective cover

SPLIT weight
mode



Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Pneumatic clamping of a wheel (last generation). 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line (8-2P)/point (8-2PI). 
Sending for e-mail (8-2PI) various information about operation 
of the machine and results of diagnostics of wheels.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
SPLIT weight mode.
Motocycle mode.
Reliable imported gas springs «MT», Germany.

PLAZA 3/3S BUSINESS

Automatic stand  of  vibration  control  and balancer. 
Up to 120 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic program selection and direct parameter entry.
Automatic tighting of a nut.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Motocycle mode.

width sonar sensor
(Plaza 3S only)

multifunction pedal

3D rim

LED �ash lights
visual check of 
disks runout

double
protective cover

SPLIT weight
mode



Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic program selection and direct parameter entry.
Automatic tighting of a nut.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Motocycle mode.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
Electromagnetic brake. 

MAXI PM/MAXI P*/MAXI** HEAVY DUTY

* Maxi P - No LCD Monitor (input panel)
Personalization (up to 2 operators).

**Maxi - No LCD Monitor (input panel)
Personalization (up to 2 operators)
Manual Vehicle Trolley (adjustable jack).

Automatic wheel balancer for truck and buses. 

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic insert a diametr and distance. 
Electromagnetic brake. 
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
Direct drive.
Protective cover in basic set.

additional set of adapters
for fastening of cargo wheels

pneumatic
vehicle trolley

LCD monitor

SPLIT weight
mode



EASY LIFT 2 ACCESSORIES

Multifunctional pneumatic lift for car wheels.

Guarantee for the pneumatic lift 24 months. 
Can be used with balancing machines any producers.
The maximum weight of a wheel - 75 kg.
Platform wigth for a wheel - 730 mm.
Length of a working surface - 475 mm.
The minimum height of pickup - 108 mm.
The maximum lifting height  - 455 mm.

manual control
of exact height

pedal of main height

simplicity and reliability 
mechanism 



TEST ROTOR SERVICE

Set of equipment for calibration and tools for diagnostic and assembly.

Service engineer can use it with machines other producers.
It is necessary for high-precision calibration of balancers STORM in
the SPEED mode.
Calibrates a shaft, the machine, a hand of input of a distance, an
angle of installating of weights.
A programmator for change of the software of mother boards STORM 
(USB) in basic set.
A special tool for removal/installation without damages of shaft from 
devices with the pneumatic clamping system.



STORM Engineering Ltd

707 Valley Brook Avenue,  Lyndhurst, 07071, NJ, USA
Tel.: +1 (202) 716-43-15

195197, Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Kondratyevsky str. 15 
Tel.: +7 (921) 940-15-94

12618, Estonia, Tallinn, Akadeemia str. 45
Tel.: +7 (925) 431-57-56

E-mail: export@stormbalance.com
www.stormbalance.com





OUR BUSINESS ADVANTAGES

Marginality — up to 100%.
A guarantee — 24 months including a shaft and a nut.
Support service — free consultations of the partner companies and retail buyers.
Experience — we were the �rst factory in the Russian Federation since 1991.
Quality — all accessories are very reliable and expensive, 80% are manufactured in the Russian Federation, some parts we import from 
other countries pneumatic cylinders CAMOZZI (Italy), gas springs MT (Germany), etc.
E�ciency — we try to keep all model range of the equipment and spare parts available in warehouses in St. Petersburg and Tallin.
Optimality — a ratio of the reasonable price, quality and strong functionality.
Customer focus — at the exhibitions and our seminars additional discounts and bonuses are available to visitors of our stands.
Certi�cation — IS0:9001, EAC, CE, GOST, etc.
Network — Belarus, Moldova, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Sweden, Turkey, Bulgaria, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Czech Republic, China, India, 
USA, Italy, Germany, UAE, Estonia, We are open to cooperation worldwide.
Coproduction — buying our measuring knots (hearts of the balancers), other producers of cases and plastic create the unique design
and the brand, keeping all our technical characteristics.
Tendencies — our ideas are repeated by famous producers competitors whose prices are much higher.
Applicability — standards of the European producers (for example almost all Haweka adapters (Germany)) can be used on our machines.



OUR TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

Vibration control — diagnostics of a rim with the indication of damaged places to repair using a rim press machine.
Optimization — searching a suitable position of a tyre on a rim.
Increased distance from the machine case to a clamping cup — for convinient work with an internal surface of a rim.
Highest speed of work — from 5 seconds for a full cycle (acceleration, measurement, braking and turning to a weight installation site).
Multifunctional pedal — automatic tighting of a nut, an electromagnetic brake, vibration control, the direct drive, etc.
Pneumatic clamping — fast fastening of a wheel on a shaft by simple pressing the pedal.
Laser navigation — indication of a site to installate adhesive weights, hitted weights also.
Illumination of the internal plane of a wheel in all models.
The protection cover with a possibility of installation closely to a wall -to save the place in a shop.
Sonar technology — automatic measurement of a rim width,
Electromagnetic brake - in all models.
Memory of settings — a personal area for each of 7 users.
Full statistics - the number of starts, positive results, expenses of weights of di�erent types on each users separately and totally,
The cart for transportation and installation of heavy wheels— included in the basic set in the MAXI models.
The �nger adapter for centering heavy wheels — included in the basic set in the MAXI models.
Synchronization - the report of vibration control, optimization, statistics can be sent to e-mail or to CRM System automatically.



Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
Motocycle mode.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Visual check of disks runout.
Reliable imported gas springs «MT», Germany.
Top speed of full cycle measurement.

STRIKE-2 STANDARD

Automatic wheel balancer. 
Up to 100 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic program selection and direct parameter entry.
Automatic tighting of a nut.
Multifunctional pedal. The ability to work without pressing buttons. 
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode. 
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.

motorcycle mode

LED �ash lights

double protective cover

SPLIT weight
modeweight setting

function with the ruler



Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Diagnostics of a rim with the indication of places of deformation.
The increased distance between the body of the machine and the 
wheel for convenient works with the internal surface of a rim.
Laser navigation in the 6 hours mode - line. 
Memory of statistics and settings of the machine up to 7 users.
llluminination of the internal surface of a rim.
Electromagnetic brake. 
Motocycle mode.
Precise approach to the cargo installation area.
Optimization of tyre disbalance by to lid.
Visual check of disks runout.
SPLIT weight mode.

CHALLENGER-3 STANDARD

Semiautomatic wheel balancer. 
Up to 80 balanced wheels per hour.

Guarantee for the machine including a shaft and a nut 24 months. 
Automatic insert a diametr and distance. 
Automatic tighting of a nut.
Multifunctional pedal. The ability to work without pressing buttons. 
6 hours mode.
Automatic start when cover guard is closed.
Approach to the cargo installation area.

double protective cover

SPLIT weight
mode


